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ABSTRACT

Being a time-consuming and costly activity, software testing always demands optimization and automation. Software testing is an important activity to achieve quality and customer satisfaction. This paper presents a comparative evaluation of different hybrid automated software testing techniques using the concepts of soft computing for overall quality enhancement. A comparison between three hybrid automation techniques is carried out i.e., hybrid ant colony optimization-genetic algorithms (ACO-GA), hybrid artificial bee colony (ABC)-Naïve Bayes, hybrid ABC-GA along with three parent approaches. The comparison is made by applying these hybrid techniques for the selection of minimized test suites thus reducing overall testing effort and eliminating useless or redundant test cases. The experimental results prove the efficiency of these hybrid approaches in different scenarios. The impact of automated testing techniques for quality enhancement is assessed in terms of defect density and defect detection percentage.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this digital era, high quality software is the need of the hour. Customers expectation demands fault free and high performing system. The dependence of industry and household on software driven devices is increasing exponentially. The customer’s expectations towards software quality are also rising due to rising competition in the market. The concept of smart homes and smart cities is highly influential that can transform the face of the future. Technology has become a part of basic need of human life. Whenever there is a demand of high-quality software, the first thing that come into mind is the testing. Software testing mainly intents to reveal the defects and possible faults in the system. Testing activities consumes a substantial amount of time and money investment from overall budget of software organizations. The defects found at earlier stages of development proves less costlier than those found at later stages. The more the age of a defect, the more blunders it can create. Quality being the prime aspect of customers’ satisfaction, more and more work needs to be done in this area. Based on the content analysis of various websites, tester’s knowledge, documentation, maintainability, effectiveness, and reusability, are important factors for test case quality [1]. With the shift in the development paradigm from procedural approach to modular component-based approach, the overall expectations from finally delivered product are highly raised. Standardized process at each phase of development model results into high quality products. Test automation largely impacts overall quality of the software. Over years, many practitioners have employed various metaheuristic
techniques for automation of software testing [2]. Testing effort consumes a large portion of valuable resources which should be effectively managed as much as possible without compromising the effectiveness. Testing time can be as low as sixty seconds [3] but may increase exponentially with changing requirements.

With the increasing complexity of software, the need for automation testing automatically comes into mind that involves writing test scripts, running them on the programs to be tested and comparing the actual and desired outputs. The benefit of automation testing lies into the fact that the test scripts are easily modifiable and reusable. Automation can be achieved at various phases of testing life cycle. “Test case prioritization (ordering)” [4] is one such activity that has attracted many researchers in object-oriented and component-based paradigm. Metaheuristics and search-based optimization techniques are well explored for optimization of testing process including test case generation, prioritization and selection without compromising with the quality and effectiveness of the test suite. Inspired from natural behaviour of swarm intelligence of living organisms in their natural habitat, these soft computing approaches are capable of providing near optimal solution within given time constraint. Two important competitive metaheuristics technique that are very popular among tester’s community are ant colony optimization (ACO) [5] and ABC (artificial bee colony) optimization [6]. Besides these algorithms, the evolutionary technique i.e., genetic algorithm (GA) enjoys very vast applications area in the field of optimization [7], [8] including test case selection. Effectiveness of test suits can be predicted in terms of number of mutants killed and total coverage achieved [9]. This article compares three different variations of modified hybrid techniques that are based on metaheuristics for assessing their effectiveness in achieving higher coverage and early detection of faults.

2. RELATED WORK

This section summarizes some important findings in the related field available in vast literature in the form of books, journals, and proceedings. Over last decade, the application area of “nature inspired optimization techniques” is expanding with the inherent benefit of providing near optimal solution in feasible amount of time. Moreover, the original techniques are now further exploited by hybridizing them with others to get the maximum benefit and optimization in consumption of resources.

Being a powerful yet simple technique, ABC is employed by researchers for optimization of testing process and also for automation. ABC is well explored in the field of software testing over past decade by augmenting it with other techniques to enhance its performance. To make best use of it and to achieve highest efficiency several hybrid methods have been proposed over years which resulted into vast literature available online and offline. ABC and its modified versions are exploited in various fields of engineering [10]-[14] which depicts the overall effectiveness and versatility of the technique.

Some researchers compared and assessed the applications of various metaheuristics techniques for optimization of testing process and argued that swarm-based techniques perform better for the given scenario [15]. Various evolutionary techniques are used for path testing for achieving higher coverage [16]. Omur Sahin et. Al. made a comparison of various metaheuristics algorithms for “test data generation” and their experimental results proves that ABC performs superior in case of large search space [17].

Cuckoo search has been applied to a wide range of applications including software testing. The same is applied along with bee colony on model based testing for automated test case generation and selection [18]. The authors utilized benefits of both optimizers for software testing using state chart and sequence diagram of the system under test. They considered automated teller machine (ATM) authentication and withdrawal functionality for evaluating the performance of their proposed hybrid technique. The “Levy flight” from cuckoo search method is exploited to search the best nest and abandon the others. Various modifications in original ABC are carried out over years. One such example is “Scout less ABC with modified onlooker bees”. It was argued by the authors that scout bees are counterproductive. To reach more diversity among population, onlooker bees are modified and the performance is evaluated using well known classification problems by training fuzzy neural network [19]. This methodology provides a light weight optimizer for test case optimization. State table-based testing is also gaining importance day by day. A “comprehensive improved ACO” is proposed on state table that is generated from state graph. ACO is applied to achieve high coverage and efficiency [20]. The native exploration of ABC algorithm lacks an information-based procedure [21]. So, to improve the global information-based solution, memory element is added to employed bees that remembers the global best solution so far. This provides a hybrid ABC approach that is based on PSO’s gbest and pbest parameters [22]. A similar approach for optimization that is based on “best neighbor guided ABC” has also been proposed. They argued that it is risky to merely abandon the exhausted food source at scout bee phase, because the discarded one may have more beneficial information. The authors compared the results of their proposed technique with several other variants of ABC and achieved higher efficiency. Some researchers focused more on data flow testing which is a white box testing technique and utilized the concept of memory based ABC for path saving and achieved overall test suite
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saving [23]. Thus, it can be clinched that hybrid ABC with memory element for saving the global best solution has gained more popularity and shown effective results. Various swarm intelligence techniques for regression test case selection over benchmark problems are been compared. Through experimental results they concluded that hybrid PSO outperforms ACO with 0.7 % test case selection [24]. Researchers employed ABC for path coverage by finding optimal fitness value among a range of values [25]. A hybrid ACO-GA (HACGA) approach for test case selection from fault matrix is presented which is capable of overall saving in execution time and effort by selecting a minimized set of test cases [26]. The authors also proposed a technique for reducing the size of test suite by utilizing the benefits of modified ABC and Naïve Bayes classifier over component based projects [27]. Another approach that is based on scout-less ABC and GA is implemented on some well-known problems for test case selection provides significant saving in execution time and removal of redundant test cases [28].

3. RESEARCH METHOD

This research mainly focuses on the quality improvement of component-based software by applying hybrid soft computing-based automation testing techniques. A comparison is made between three parent approaches i.e., GA, ACO, ABC and three hybrid versions i.e., ACO_GA (HACGA) [24], hybrid ABC_Naive Bayes [25], hybrid ABC_GA [26] and their performance is evaluated in terms of execution time, percentage of test cases selected and average branch coverage.

There are various ways of validating the comparison results. In this study, we considered a working example of “Simple Word Processor” (a windows form application) developed in C#.Net using component-based paradigm to validate the comparison results. The project under consideration consists of six components and sixteen sub-components. The main six components of this project are: File, Edit, Font, Paragraph, Insert Image and Color. The sub-components in each category are listed in Table 1. Each sub-component of the project is injected with some known defects to test the efficiency of selected test cases after applying the hybrid automation techniques.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The hybrid nature-inspired techniques are compared on the basis of three major parameters taken into consideration i.e., execution time, percentage of test case selected and average branch coverage in context of software testing. A comparison between three hybrid automation techniques is carried out i.e., hybrid ACO-GA, hybrid ABC-Naïve Bayes, hybrid ABC-GA. The experimental results proves that all the three techniques perform better in given scenario in comparison to original non hybrid approaches. Hybrid ACO-GA works better to its full capacity for smaller fault matrix and lower complexity projects. Hybrid ABC-Naïve bayes uses the concepts of classification for further enhancement of solution space. This approach is better than hybrid ACO-GA and capable of handling larger complex problem domain. Hybrid ABC_GA works comparable to hybrid ABC_Naïve Bayes for higher fitness function value range.

4.1. Execution time

Figure 1 shows a comparative evaluation of the experimental results over increasing size of fault matrix. It is found that the execution time of GA increases abruptly with increase in fault matrix size. So, it is
not suitable for large data set. The performance of hybrid ACO-GA also degrades with increase in fault matrix size. While hybrid ABC_Naïve Bayes is the winner in terms of execution time and performance trade off. The lower the execution time, the better and faster the technique is. Thus, hybrid techniques offer huge amount of time saving as compared to the original soft computing techniques.

4.2. Percentage of test case selected
The above mentioned six approaches are exploited for selection of test cases among seven different sized fault matrices i.e., 20 by 20, 30 by 30, 40 by 40, 50 by 50, 60 by 60, 70 by 70 and 80 by 80. With increase in the fault matrix size, the performance of the techniques under consideration also gets affected. Figure 2 shows the experimental results in graphical form. Here, GA is the least scorer, while hybrid approaches win the race. The hybrid ABC_Naïve Bayes and hybrid_GA are capable of selecting an efficient test suite as low as 32% of the total test cases which in turn improves overall quality and performance.

4.3. Comparison of average branch coverage
Branch coverage is an important aspect of testing the effectiveness of selected test cases. Higher the branches covered by the test suite, the higher is its efficiency to detect faults that occur at branching point. Branching is a result of either a control statement that looks for a condition to be satisfied or due to looping. In this research, the above mentioned six automation approaches are evaluated for 10 to 80 number of cycles with a step size of ten. The results are represented in Figure 3 for comparison. It was deduced that original GA underperforms due to various inherent disadvantages while the hybrid approaches provide higher average branch coverage. The pattern also revealed a positive correlation between number of cycles and average branch coverage. The less complex projects with Max. Cyclomatic Complexity < 5 are best tested using
hybrid ACO_GA and hybrid_Naive Bayes while the projects with higher complexity (i.e., complexity > 5) are suitable to be tested using hybrid ABC_GA.

4.3.1. Impact of hybrid automation testing on software quality

For quantitative evaluation of software’s quality, ISO 9126-1 [27] standardized set of six quality characteristics: “Functionality, Reliability, Usability, Efficiency, Maintainability and Portability”. These six characteristics are further divided into various sub-characteristics. Later in 2011, this international standard has been replaced by ISO/IEC 25010 which defined “eight characteristics” adding “security” and “compatibility” to the previous one. This research mainly provides an enhancement in three main quality characteristics: Functionality, Reliability and Maintainability which conspicuously affect the quality of the software at large. By functionality, we mean the correct and appropriate functional behaviour of all the components that consist the system. Whereas, reliability is related to fault free system availability. Maintainability in broad sense can be defined in terms of system’s ability towards seamless changes, testability and stability. Higher the system modularity, the higher the maintainability is. Although reliability and maintainability consist of many sub-factors within themselves and are very difficult to measure, we use simple metric for their assessment. The three hybrid techniques mentioned in this article are applied as after the another and average value is taken into consideration which is listed in Table 2. An important metric for measuring the impact of automated hybrid testing techniques on quality enhancement is “defect density (DD)” and “defect detection percentage (DDP)”. The experimentation results prove the positive impact of hybrid testing techniques on above mentioned quality factors. Test automation largely saves time and efforts of the development team. The hybrid automation approaches are additional rewards to the testers’ community.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case Selection Technique</th>
<th>Total Number of Defects Injected</th>
<th>#defects detected</th>
<th>Defect Detection Percentage</th>
<th>Actual Defect Density per component</th>
<th>Observed Defect Density per component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACO</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid ACO_GA</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid ABC_Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid ABC_GA</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2. Merits and demerits of nature inspired optimization techniques

In this section, a summarized view of merits and demerits of comparative techniques is presented. During this research, it was found that GA is simple to implement, but in terms of execution time, there are no standardized way to predict the same. ACO and ABC depicts parallel behaviour but this behaviour is unpredictable in same of large data set. Moreover, convergance time is also unpredictable. Most of the previous original metaheuristic techniques lack control over parameter tuning and the practitioner need to use “hit and trial” method for optimizing their results as per the application area. The other important drawback that can be
challenged is the problem of “getting stuck to the local optima” and losing the power to utilize full potential of the population diversity. With little more efforts spent on control parameters, we can get better results in terms of efficient test case selection. Table 3 presents the detailed findings of pros and cons of each approach.

Table 3. Merits and demerits of nature inspired optimization techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hybrid Approach</th>
<th>Merits</th>
<th>Demerits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>GA is simple to implement. GA can be used to solve large space problems and non-linear functions.</td>
<td>GA may get stuck to local optima. GA has no standardized way for defining fitness value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACO</td>
<td>Parallel and simultaneous approach Avoids premature convergence</td>
<td>Convergence time is undefined. Random behavior of ants is unpredictable in some cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>Robust Flexible and simple Parallel approach</td>
<td>Premature convergence in large domain problems. Classification accuracy may degrade with increase in sample size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid ACO_GA</td>
<td>Parallel approach Better diversification</td>
<td>Higher Complexity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid ABC_Naïve  Bayes</td>
<td>Faster Very few controls parameters Parallel and robust approaches</td>
<td>Performance degrades at higher complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid ABC_GA</td>
<td>Flexible with few controls parameters Parallel Approach</td>
<td>Execution time may increase with larger data sets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

Software quality is the prime aspect of any industry for achieving long term business goals. Product quality is largely affected by development process quality. Efficient software testing is capable of controlling few important software quality characteristics namely: Functionality, Reliability and Maintainability. In this article, six nature inspired optimization techniques are evaluated in terms of test case selection automation, three out of which are hybrid approaches namely hybrid ACO_GA, Hybrid ABC_Naïve Bayes and Hybrid ABC_GA. These techniques are applied on working project that is developed using component-based paradigm. A total of sixty defects were injected at various components of this project to test the effectiveness of selected test suite. It can be argued from the experimental results, that the hybrid techniques performs better than their parent algorithms with minimum trade-off. Their impact on software quality is also considered and evaluated. Hybrid testing techniques provide promising results and act as a helping tool to the testers’ community by saving time and overall cost thereby increasing customer’s satisfaction and overall quality.
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